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An Artistic Examination
of Medical Records: A Critic of
Biopower in the Work of Salima
Punjani and Carolyn Lazard

M

edical imagery and medical records, far from being
disinterested documents, are the dehumanizing and
violent artefacts of medical objectification. These
records contain only the point of view of doctors and are
devoid of the voice of the person to whom they belong.
Artists Salima Punjani (she/her) and Carolyn Lazard (they/
them) investigate the structural ableism and racism present
in medical documentation and imagery. Both Punjani and
Lazard take their own experience of disability or chronic
illness as the basis for their approach to their work. They
use real medical documentation and technology as their
raw material, in order to bridge the medico-scientific
and social realms. By appropriating medical “fact” from
institutions (hospitals and prisons), they confront the
main articulation of biopower.

Foregrounding the political
dimensions of illness, disability, and
care, Salima Punjani and Carolyn
Lazard amplify the voices of
survivors and subjects of medical
experimentation. Using medical
imaging and technology, they
confront the main articulation of
biopower, thus calling for disability
and transformative justice.
By Charlotte Jacob-Maguire

Human sympathy and empathy come into sharp contrast
with what Michel Foucault calls biopower, which, in his view,
“is continuous, scientific, and it is the power to make live.”
Considering that this is the predominant form of power in
modernity, Foucault also admits the existence and
“emergence of a power that [he] would call the power of
regularization, and it, in contrast, consists in making live and
letting die.”1
In her series Progression (2018), Salima Punjani
enmeshes magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of the
brains of numerous multiple sclerosis patients (who gave
their explicit consent for her to use their scans) with the
portrait of their subject. The portraits identify the person with
objects or poses that are most familiar to them: a pan or
shoes, lying down with their eyes closed or smiling
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victoriously. Being deeply collaborative, her photographs both
incorporate and overwrite the pathologizing content of the
scans, thereby foregrounding the singularity and emotions
that are normally stripped of the person by medical
processes.
MRI is like video. Art historian Christine Ross describes it
as “a technology which, when it takes a tactile approach to
the surface (accentuating the electronic fluctuations of skin,
and the body’s scintillating contacts with the screen), radically
undermines […] the notion of the body as a unified
representation or distinct biological organism opposed to the
mind, thought, and the machine.”2 This subversion of unity is
at the same time a subversion of personhood. Concomitantly,
the quality of MRI is precisely the invasive gaze that it has on
its subjects. MRIs show both one of the deepest and most
complex areas of the body and, equally, slices of a brain
devoid of the personhood, subjectivity, and intricateness
of an individual.
Punjani’s work is an attempt “to create space for people
to share their stories outside of the medical system,” of that
ever-uncomfortable “pathologizing environment.”3 I argue that
this space is defined for Punjani by the difference between
bioethics and care. On the one hand, bioethics “is an
academic and professional field in which experts are asked to
establish protocols for and critically react to the role of
medicine in everyday life, evolving technologies which
mediate bodies and environments, and relationships between
medical professionals and patients. Bioethics is, then, a
network of relations in which power differentially operates.”4

If bioethics is related to power relationships, care, on the
other hand, is defined by interconnectedness and provision of
support.5 Arguably, differentials of power have no place in the
dynamics of care. Through care, Punjani adds points of entry
to her narrative production—for instance, incorporating a
vibro-tactile “real-time immersive brainwave translation
system”6 designed to enable blind people to have access to
her work. The exhibition visitors’ own biodata, in this case
electroencephalogram signals, become a part of the work.
In their video Pre-Existing Condition (2019), Carolyn
Lazard examines the archives of the University of
Pennsylvania and of the city of Philadelphia, where the
records of Holmesburg Prison are kept. The archives
document the history of human experimentation by Dr. Albert
Kligman (1916–2010), a professor of dermatology at the
University of Pennsylvania, and his complicity in medical
experiments7 conducted on people detained in the prison. As
Lazard has commented : “Most of the people who
participated in these experiments were poor, Black people
who remained incarcerated in this city jail because they
couldn’t make bail. Participating in medical experiments was
a way to make money for bail or for commissary.”8
These medical experiments involved a wide range of
chemicals, from beauty products to household cleaners to
military-funded psychotropic treatments. One entailed
exposure to dioxin, among the most pernicious carcinogens
in the world.9 A conversation between Lazard and
Holmesburg survivor Edward Yusuf Anthony is interwoven
with the medical records in the video. In this conversation, the
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tension between personal history and official records is
rendered visible. Like many others, he was effectively
disabled by his participation and has spent his life navigating
the long-term health conditions associated with being
experimented upon. The institutions acknowledge no
responsibility for disabling people such as Anthony and argue
that the prisoners gave informed consent, absolving them of
liability. The intersection of the medical and the racist is the
domain of biopower.
For Foucault, biopower came into its own with racism,
through which exclusion from life was determined on the
basis of a certain race. I would add ableism into the
intersections of biopower. “Making live and letting die” is how
biopower is articulated in relation to disabled bodies. Since
“politics now reaches into the interior recesses of life through
the body, making life the very subject of and object of
politics,”10 being disabled, as a medical category and basis for
public policy, means being threatened with being let to die.
Bioethical protocols regulate this margin. In the current
situation of COVID-19, at least one jurisdiction has clearly
enunciated that people at advanced stages of a
neuromuscular disease (including multiple sclerosis) would
not receive intensive care should they contract the virus.11
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Punjani confronts how biopower demands or requires
that we live a bare life that can be bioethically administered
without regard for the subject in need of care. Lazard goes to
the archive in order to face the biopower’s other expression,
the institutional abdication of responsibility, and the letting
die of those at the margins of the biopolitical matrix.
Biopower is intimately connected with bioethics as “a
predictable product and tangible outcome of the movement
of power in society.”12 Should we regard bioethics as
biopower, we would see that “differences [are] made
perceptible as pathology, while the subjects who come to
bear them are rendered as defective, are disabled, and
signified as less than fully human.”13
Foregrounding the political dimensions of illness,
disability, and care, Punjani and Lazard wish to bring a strong
voice of survivors or patients into the institution (prison or
medical archives). By interlacing MRI scans with portraits or
interlocking images of archives with the voice of a survivor,
both artists collapse official records into personal history. In
both cases, the juxtaposition is a call for disability and
transformative justice. l
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Foregrounding the political dimensions of
illness, disability, and care, Punjani
and Lazard wish to bring a strong voice
of survivors or patients into the institution.
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Salima Punjani, Progression (2018)
Photo : Magdalena Olszanowski, Vibrations Exhibition
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Carolyn Lazard, Pre-Existing Condition (2019)
HD Video, 6 min
Courtesy of the artist and Essex Street / Maxwell Graham, New York
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Carolyn Lazard, Pre-Existing Condition (2019)
HD Video, 6 min
Installation view, Colored People Time, Institute of Contemporary Art,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (2019)
Courtesy of the artist and Essex Street / Maxwell Graham, New York
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